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Human sweat can have a pH as low as 4. Advanced nanoGUARD ANG has all the qualities necessary to complete the
job required of a water-resistant automotive electronics coating that will operate in harsh, under-the-hood environments.
Our coatings outperform all competitive solutions in these markets. Advanced nanoGUARD has all the qualities
necessary to complete the job required of an under-the-hood water-resistant automotive electronics coating. Providing an
even higher level of sweat protection and submersion survivability is ANG B, the most sweat-resistant formula
ACTnano currently fields. These coatings must be capable of coping with extremely harsh under-hood environments,
especially when applied to vehicles using internal combustion engines, which produce fumes and vapors that can attack
water-resistant coatings, causing them to break down over time. The properties of ANG are such that this nanocoating
will not react chemically with any petrochemicals, and it solves only in its own solvent, which can be used to remove the
coating if reworking becomes necessary at the time of manufacture. The ANG molecule was the first ACTnano coating
specifically developed to counter the damaging effects sweat has on electronics and is highly resistant to complete
submersion in water. Many of these have been after-market spray-on coatings for things like carpet, furniture, and shoes.
Advanced nanoGUARD cannot be seen, felt, or smelled, and its unique molecular structure imparts an unparalleled
combination of protection and breathability to textiles, rendering them more functional and comfortable and extending
their useful life well beyond that of uncoated textiles. That is, they can generally be seen and felt and sometimes even
smelled. Cars, trucks, and other types of vehicles are made to be outdoors, in the elements, meaning that their exposure
to water, oil, and dirt is intentional rather than accidental; habitual instead of incidental. With this in mind, ACTnano has
developed ANG and for use in the demanding arena of automotive electronics protection. Automotive Advanced
nanoGUARD ANG has all the qualities necessary to complete the job required of a water-resistant automotive
electronics coating that will operate in harsh, under-the-hood environments. Advanced nanoGUARD was specifically
engineered to prevent the buildup of light-obstructing agents such as common dirt and moss. Vehicles coming off the
assembly line today will require water protection solutions that will last a minimum of ten years. One of the greatest
challenges facing manufacturers of water-resistant automotive electronics coatings is durability. This highly unusual set
of traits makes ANG an excellent choice for protecting all kinds of consumer electronicseverything from smartphones
and computers to electric shavers and LED lightbulbsanything with a PCBA in it, and today, that means just about all
electronic devices. Instead, it forms a thicker, permanent barrier around electronics that is conductive on force, is neither
thermal neutral nor breathable, and hardens in twenty-four hours, creating a solid, insulating barrier over whatever it is
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